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Alex always knew romance would be complicated. When love came into his life with wings and

horns, he knew those complications would be a little unusual. Four months after meeting Rachel

and Lorelei, Alex finally has a handle on divine visitations, supernatural enemies, and the echoes of

reincarnation. He might even survive bringing an angel and a demon home for Christmas with the

family. He might not survive what comes next. A favor for friends brings Alex into a heated feud

among Seattle's sorcerers. The lords of Hell aren't pleased with the chaos wrought by Lorelei's

escape, and they're looking for payback. Worst of all, her angry ex-boyfriend has blown into

town...and he just happens to be the Angel of Death. Warning: Personal Demons contains explicit

sex, explicit violence, explicit language, explicit use of implications, open relationships, polyamory,

blasphemy, sacrilege, heresy, paganism, sorcery, portrayals of matters divine and demonic bearing

little or no resemblance to established religious canon, prejudice, murder, mass murder, singular

murder, alley murder, conspiracy to commit murder, regicide, treason, dismemberments,

impalement, arson, defenestration, racially charged 'Nam flashbacks, trash-talking, smuggling,

mansplaining, spoiled Christmas surprises, numerous state and federal firearms violations,

organized crime, transnational crime, avian conscription, disturbances of the peace, paranoia,

doomsday preppers, illegal immigration, party fouls, public endangerment, underage drinking,

human sacrifice, destruction of cell phones, false identification, consumption of alcohol, mayhem,

attempted kidnapping, mass vehicular collisions, reincarnation, conspiracy to commit sexual

promiscuity, threesomes, assault and battery, banditry, reverse banditry, eye gouging, cultural

misappropriation, trespassing, lies, innuendo, intrigue, foreplay under false pretenses, bribery,

political corruption, spiritual corruption, misuse of military facilities, a blanket fort of ill repute, home

invasion, warfare, espionage, mercenary activity, consumption of sentient beings, panhandling,

lingerie, cohabitation outside of marriage, missed homework assignments, too much pizza, toxic

masculinity, abbreviated sex scenes, fully descriptive sex scenes, romantic sex, casual sex, mild

dom/sub play, mystic servitude, stalking, knife throwing, weaponized alcohol, weaponized furniture,

weaponized human remains, drone strikes, slavery, eternal damnation, mind control, carjacking,

spitting, biting, vandalism, gossip, sexual objectification, immolations, feminist solidarity, zombie

terrorists, pissy ex-boyfriends, too much information from Grandpa, and a flagrant narrative

disregard for common standards of decency.
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Not as racy as the first one but there's much character development and plot progression that

happened here. It has more action now and more fun, not in the naughty way though.Fans for the

first book's erotica nature might be a bit sad that the author cut down on those sex scenes a lot.

However, those who followed through because of the plot, simple and weird as it is, might find this

entry a bit more satisfactory. Big things happen over the course of the book and it closes off with a

teaser that there'll be a next book in the series.I'm personally just not sold on the "triad" partnership

the main characters have though. Although the entire series revolve around this relationship, I find

the reason as justified in the plot and through dialogue between the characters flimsy.

Elliott Kay has the best supernatural storyline going today. Anything coming out under the Good

Intentions series is gold. What a great cast of characters: Alex, Rachel, Lorelei and the rest balance

a good story and non stop action. I am pleased to see the story focus more on the plot verses sex,

although sex is an important part of what makes this work.As many good stories Elliott Kay has

going here's hoping there is another book in the near future.If you read the first two books in this

series, you know what to expect, except that it gets better each time.

If you have read the first two why would you not continue to read! Written same style and with same

characters as first two books. Just adds more dimension to characters and series. Well worth the

time and cost to read. In fact I have read it more than once. This came up as I had not reviewed

which I do forget on occasion to complete or even start. Both series Mr. Kay has written are worth



time and cost. In fact I purchase as soon as I see it is available and I can start reading.

Great story, and really like the development of the main characters of the book. They were

necessary, well-thought out and give the author a bit more freedom in the future with where the

story goes. Looking forward to a next installment.As for the complaints about the new characters

and their lack of depth in some of the reviews, all the new characters were minor side stories to

bring the world alive. I have always disliked it how in many other stories protagonists forget their

friends and allies from previous events to prevent clutter. Not all characters need equal attention.

Mind you, I would have prefered there to be less switching around between points of view (I have

never been a big fan of it), but I loved the high paced action even if it was spread out over three

different areas worlds apart. I do hope the next story is less about armies of supernaturals

decending upon poor Seattle. I always found it weird how three major events can take place in such

a short amount of time and still the supernatural keeps hidden from the mundane world?

The first book in this series was amazing... seriously loved it. This one was a let down...gets really

preachy and SJW.I probably won't read the fourth book in this series if there is one. The author has

either lost his way or found religionneither of which are appealing in escapist fiction,

Of course I really enjoyed this book, and lasted all of a half of a day, telling myself that I wouldn't

binge read before that promise broke down. In truth, I was going to hold out for the audio version,

'cause no-one brings these characters to life quite like Ms. Irondale does. Oh well, will simply have

to download it when the time comes.As to my review, as stated in the title, it was a very fun read.

And while the concept had the potential for many more books in the series, I do hope that Mr. Kay

won't let it become mired in "kitchyness" (to coin a phrase) as befalls so many good series.

Although, if the Poor Man's Fight series is any indication, the GI series will come to a conclusion

gracefully.

I think this is a solid entry in the Angels, Demons and Alex saga. That being said, it is probably the

weakest of the 3 books in this series. I'd still recommend it to those that were on the fence about it.

It should be noted that it has significantly less sex scenes than the other two books (which is fine by

me, but I don't think Kay should reduce it much more in future entries than he has here - it is a good

balance where it is right now honestly). I think the overall plot and tension of the story were a bit

below previous entries, and I didn't catch myself laughing nearly as much as I had at the other two



books, but all in all it is still a good entry.

Continues Kay's punchy, humorous, action-packed writing style. Compared to the first two books,

the sexual content is less and the plot content is more, which was fine by me. We got to see all

manner of natural consequences (see what I did there?) of the events of the first two books, as well

as integrating elements from some of Kay's short stories set in this world as well (although those are

not strictly necessary to enjoy this volume).The central triple-relationship continues to evolve, which

is a good thing. No romantic relationship is ever stagnant, and I appreciate that Kay feels

comfortable having the central dynamic shift and change over time.
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